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using webb s depth of knowledge to increase rigor edutopia - recently educators have begun applying webb s dok to
help them design better instruction try this exercise to better understand the cognitive depth of the tasks you are using in
your classroom and improve the rigor of your instruction, summary definitions of depth of knowledge webb s dok copyright c isconsin center or ducation roducts nd ervices inc ll rights reserved c offers alignment studies and professional
development on ebb s d, quiz worksheet webb s depth of knowledge levels in - test your knowledge of webb s depth of
knowledge levels in school with this quiz and worksheet the worksheet can be printed for use at your, using webb s depth
of knowledge levels in the classroom - in this lesson you ll learn about webb s depth of knowledge levels and how they
can be utilized to plan or enhance lessons in the classroom, applying webb s depth of knowledge dok levels in social applying webb s depth of knowledge dok levels in social studies karin k hess according to norman l webb depth of
knowledge levels for four content areas march 28 2002 interpreting and assigning depth of knowledge levels to both
objectives, applying webb s depth of knowledge dok levels in science - level 3 strategic thinking requires deep
knowledge using reasoning planning using evidence and a higher level of thinking than the previous two levels the cognitive
demands at level 3 are complex and abstract the complexity does not result only from, development and design smarter
balanced assessment - smarter balanced has developed content specifications in english language arts literacy and math
to ensure that the assessments cover the range of knowledge and skills in the common core state standards, burn this why
the d o k wheel does not address depth of - a blog on developing learning environments and delivering educational
experiences that foster and promote cognitive rigor higher order thinking and depth of knowledge, reading writing and
rigor helping students achieve - what does rigor a word that frequently pops up in conversations about education really
mean more specifically what does it mean for literacy instruction and how does it relate to challenging standards based
assessments in this informative and practical guide literacy expert nancy boyles uses the framework from webb s depth of
knowledge dok to answer these questions offering experience, webb s ford ltd vermilion ford dealership serving welcome to webb s ford ltd s new website we are here to help you in your quest to find a new ford vehicle our dealership
has a stellar history of satisfied customers with over 30 ford customer service awards in our showroom that represent our
ongoing dedication to putting our customers first, professional development in new jersey - professional development in
new jersey high quality relevant and timely professional learning experiences both individualized and collaborative are
integral to the educator life cycle and necessary for continued professional growth, norman webb s alignment studies
webbalign - alignment studies obtain the evidence you need to support the validity of your assessments and identify areas
that need revisions alignment is a prerequisite condition for making valid inferences about students attainment of course
objectives based on assessment results, english language development standards resources ca - web page for those
interested in following the alignment of english language development eld standards with current english language arts
standards, how different types of knowledge are assessed - effectively assessing different types of knowledge requires
asking students to complete different types of tasks this interactive module helps you identify the types of tasks best used to
assess declarative knowledge procedural knowledge and problem solving it also describes the types of tasks associated
with higher levels of cognitive complexity, how to perform the world s greatest seo audit moz - site architecture your site
architecture defines the overall structure of your website including its vertical depth how many levels it has as well as its
horizontal breadth at each level when evaluating your site architecture identify how many clicks it takes to get from the
homepage to other important pages, kuzmich consulting kcs inc - lin kuzmich is an educational consultant university
instructor and bestselling author from loveland colorado she served thompson school district in several roles as the deputy
superintendent executive director of secondary and elementary instruction director of professional development and as a
building principal for nine years, phonics instruction program grades k 3 sadlier - bloom s taxonomy ladder webb s
depth of knowledge dok teacher charts to effectively meet your state s standards lesson plans must be rigorous and require
students to apply higher order thinking skills to develop a deep understanding of the material being studied, english
language arts ela - the mission of the department of english language arts ela is to provide leadership and support for the
development of literacy to impact student achievement throughout miami dade county public schools, 2nd grade reading
comprehension assessments by the - multi grade reading comprehension assessments looking for comprehension
assessments to be used a reading formatives or summatives in your multi age classroom, horse retirement farm
paradigm farm horse retirement - your horse has earned his spot at our horse retirement farm we have combined our

backgrounds to specialize in a horse retirement farm like no other
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